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(Received 8 January 2004; published 7 October 2004)152002-1We investigate the infrared behavior of gluon and ghost propagators in Landau-gauge QCD by means
of an exact renormalization group equation. We explain how, in general, the infrared momentum
structure of Green functions can be extracted within this approach. An optimization procedure is
devised to remove residual regulator dependences. In Landau-gauge QCD this framework is used to
determine the infrared leading terms of the propagators. The results support the Kugo-Ojima
confinement scenario. Possible extensions are discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.152002 PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw, 11.15.TkCharged particles have a long-range nature, whereas
localized objects are neutral. For local quantum field
theories one derives more generally that every gauge-
invariant localized state is singlet with respect to the
unbroken global charges of the gauge symmetry. Thus,
in QCD without a Higgs mechanism any localized physi-
cal state must be colorless. This extends to all physical
states only if a mass gap is present. Then, color-electric
charge superselection sectors cannot arise, and every
gauge-invariant state must also be a color singlet. These
are the signatures of confinement.
Within covariant linear gauges, the necessary condi-
tions for confinement were formulated more than 20 years
ago by Kugo and Ojima [1]. They express the necessity of
a mass gap and the conditions for avoiding the Higgs
mechanism in a covariant continuum formulation of
QCD in terms of local fields. Both conditions are encoded
in the critical infrared exponents of gluonic and ghost
correlations in Landau-gauge QCD [2]. For the mass gap,
the massless transverse gluon states of perturbation the-
ory must be screened nonperturbatively, leading to an
infrared suppression for the gluon propagator. In turn,
the global gauge charges entail the infrared enhancement
and dominance of the ghost correlations.
The infrared behavior just described has been found in
solutions of truncated Dyson-Schwinger (DS) equations
[3]. Since then, the same qualitative behavior has emerged
in a variety of nonperturbative approaches including an
increasing number of lattice simulations [4] and inves-
tigations based on the Fokker-Planck–type diffusion
equation of stochastic quantization [5]. Quantitatively,
the latter leads to the same exponents as the DS equations,
which reflects an equivalence between the two formula-
tions under certain conditions [5,6]. Interesting in their
own right, such interrelations are especially useful for
finding ways to go beyond the particular approximations
employed in each case.
Here we present an investigation of the infrared sector
of Landau-gauge QCD by means of a nonperturbative
flow equation [7,8]. Central to the approach is the effec-0031-9007=04=93(15)=152002(4)$22.50tive action k, where quantum fluctuations with momenta
p2 > k2 are already integrated out, and k denotes an
infrared cutoff scale. The variation with k leads to a
flow equation for k, thereby interpolating between the
classical action in the ultraviolet and the full quantum
effective action in the infrared where the cutoff is re-
moved. Moreover, it has been shown that truncations can
be systematically improved by means of an optimization
procedure [9]. The formalism has its particular merits in
gauge theories as it is amiable to approximations being
nonlocal in momenta and fields, precisely the behavior
we expect in QCD. So far it has been applied to Landau-
gauge QCD for a determination of the heavy quark effec-
tive potential [10] and effective quark interactions above
the confinement scale [11]; for a brief review and further
applications in Yang-Mills theories, see [12–14].
Conceptually, the flow comprises a system of coupled
differential equations for all Green functions which in-
volves only dressed vertices and propagators. Hence, the
correct renormalization group (RG) scaling is displayed
by the full flow and truncations with the correct symme-
try properties. This is one of the main contradistinctions
to DS equations or stochastic quantization which involve
both bare and dressed Green functions. This makes it
often difficult in the latter two approaches to implement
the correct RG scaling within truncations.
In this Letter we explain how the full infrared mo-
mentum behavior of Green functions is extracted within a
fixed point regime. In Landau-gauge QCD, this allows for
a simple determination of infrared coefficients for gluon
and ghost propagators as well as the running coupling.
Results for general regulators are presented and inter-
preted in the context of an optimization of the flow. The
systematic extension of the truncation is discussed.
We begin by introducing the classical gauge fixed
action for QCD in a general covariant gauge in four
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for the propagating degrees of freedom. Here, the mo-
mentum regularization for both, the gluon and the ghost,









The functions R implement the infrared momentum cut-
off at the momentum scale p2  k2. The scale depen-
dence of the regularization in (2) induces a flow equation
for the effective action. With   A;C; C and t  lnk,







where Gp; q  2k   R	1p; q denotes the
full regularized propagator. The flow is finite in both,
the infrared and the ultraviolet, by construction.
Effectively, the momentum integration in (3) only re-
ceives contributions for momenta in the vicinity of p2 
k2. Consequently, it has a remarkable numerical stability.
The flow solely depends on dressed vertices and propa-
gators leading to consistent RG scaling on either side of
(3). The flow equations for propagators and vertices are
obtained from (3) by functional derivatives.
To verify the Kugo-Ojima confinement criterion we
have to determine the momentum behavior of the propa-




In this domain, quantum fluctuations are already inte-
grated out and physical quantities, as well as general
vertex functions upon appropriate normalization, show
no k dependence. The inequality p2 
 2QCD entails that
we are already deep in the infrared regime. No new
physics arises and the flow equation (3) constitutes only
the shifting of the transition regime at momenta about k2
towards smaller scales. Accordingly, Green functions
nk  nk=1   n can be parametrized as
nk p2i 
 2QCD  zn^npi; p2i =k2; (5)
where pi stands for the momenta p1; . . . ; pn. Here zn are
possibly k-dependent prefactors accounting for an RG
scaling that leaves the full action invariant. This reduces
the remaining k dependence in ^n to dimensionless
ratios x  p2=k2. It thus provides a k-independent inter-
polation between the physical infrared regime (4) and the
regularized behavior for p2 
 k2. Equation (5) implies a
fixed point behavior. So far, fixed point investigations
within the exact renormalization group have been put
forward within derivative expansions. Here we provide a
new truncation scheme for accessing the full momentum
dependence of Green functions in the infrared limit.
152002-2Taking advantage of their simple structure in the physical
regime (4), we introduce the following parametrization
for the gluon and ghost two-point functions




Zx  x1 Zx:
Here p	pp=p2, 1ab  ab, and Z; Z; 
without subscripts stand for ZA=C; ZA=C; A=C. The lon-
gitudinal part of the gluon two point function in (6) does
not contribute to the Landau-gauge flows considered be-
low. The momentum dependence of (6) in the asymptotic
regimes x 1 and x
 1 fixes Z in both regimes: the
prefactor x is to encode the leading behavior in the
momentum regime (4) where 1
 x
 2QCD=k2. Hence
@t  0 and Z tends to zero, apart from possible loga-
rithms. The k independence of (6) at k  0 implies @tz 
2z. In the limit of small x, we recover the trivial mo-
mentum behavior 2k p2  m2k  z1p2 Op3 as a
consequence of the cutoff. Accordingly,
Zx! 1 ! 0 logarithmic terms;
Zx! 0 ! 	1x	1 Ox	; (7)
where the limit x! 1 implies k! 0 as x
 2QCD=k2;
see Eq. (4). For x  1 the propagators show a regulator-
dependent interpolation between the physical infrared
behavior and the trivial cutoff regime. Also
@tZx  	2x@xZ (8)
reflects that the dependence of Z on k stems from the
interpolation property while its shape is independent of it.
The truncation is completed by vertices nk with
nk  znSncl for n  3; (9)
with renormalized coupling g. For vanishing cutoff k  0
we deal with the full theory, implying vanishing Z as
x! 1. Thus, for k  0 we can use the results of the DS
analysis in [6]: nonrenormalization of the ghost-gluon
vertex implies z cAc  1 and






It follows from (10) and @tz  2z that #s has a fixed
point in the infrared, @t#s  0. The z factors for the
three- and four-gluon vertices are proportional to
#1=2s z
3=2
A and #sz2A, respectively. Also, within the trunca-
tion (9) there is no mass term for the ghost, corresponding
to C  0 in (7). In summary, the truncation (6) and (9)
with (7) and (10) has the RG properties of Landau-gauge
QCD and satisfies the truncated Slavnov-Taylor identities
in the presence of the regulator.152002-2
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point #s and the infrared exponents  from (3) in the
truncations put down in (6). We fix the tensor structure of
the regulators as Rab  RAab and Rab  RCab,
leaving the scalar part R  zp2rx at our disposal.
Integrating @t02k from k0  0 to k0  k leads to an




































and u  x y 2t xyp . We have also introduced the
abbreviation 2T  k2G@tRG, which reads explicitly
T y  1
y
ry 	 yr0y
ry  Zy :
In (11), the integration variable k0 was traded for x0, using
z  z^x0	2=p2 with @t0 z^  0. The purely gluonic di-
agrams in (3) are suppressed by powers of p2=2QCD in the
fixed point regime and do not contribute to (11).
For the sharp cutoff the kernel T reads T xx	
1=zZ1. Then the t and y integrals in (11) can be
performed analytically leading to a lengthy sum of hy-
pergeometric functions. For generic smooth cutoff,  and
#s are computed from (11) in the limit x! 0 as follows.
On the right-hand side of (11), the integrands fA=C are
suppressed for small momenta x and y due to T A=C. This
implies that Z can contribute only for sufficiently large
arguments where it tends to zero due to (7). Therefore we
can safely neglect Z under the momentum trace on the
right-hand side of (11) in a first step. Then, we proceed to
fully consistent solutions Z of (11) by iteration. On the
left-hand side of the gluon equation the term ZAx! 0
is determined by (7). In the ghost equation, we have to
carefully identify the terms. For C > 0 we read off from
(7) that ZCx! 0 diverges. However, 2k;Cp2 
zCxC1 ZCx has a Taylor expansion about x  0
due to the IR regularization. Hence the coefficient of
the constant term in ZC is 	1.
The integral equation (11) can be solved numerically
for  and #s. We have restricted ourselves to the domain
C 2 12 ; 1 [15]. For general regulator rx we obtain
C  0:595 35 . . . ; #s  2:9717 . . . ; (12)
which agrees with the analytic DS result [6]. This might
seem surprising given the completely different represen-
tations. However, the equivalence can be proven as fol-
152002-3lows: in the derivation of (12) we employed the truncation
(6) and (9) with the additional constraint Z  0 under
the momentum trace in (3). Integrating the flow (3) in this
setting from 0 to k leads to
zAp
2xAZA  TrGS3GS3 	 12GS4Gk0;
zCp2xCZC  TrGS3GS3k0;
(13)
for the gluon and ghost two-point functions.
Equation (13) already implies an UV renormalization at
p2  k2. This is reflected by (11) being finite. Within the
present truncation the renormalized DS equations used in
[6] are equivalent to (13). Beyond this truncation the DS
equation and the flow equation differ. Apart from addi-
tional t-derivative terms, all vertices in (13) get dressed as
distinguished from the DS equation, where both bare and
dressed vertices are present. Consequently, the flow equa-
tion (3) carries the correct RG properties if the truncation
for k does. In particular, Eq. (13) with the truncation (6)
and (9) allows for a fully self-consistent renormalization.
Both the left- and right-hand sides of (13) transform the
same way under RG scalings, including the purely
gluonic terms dropped in (11). Indeed, it is the latter
fact which makes their neglection fully consistent. The
RG properties are most obvious for regulators propor-
tional to the wave function renormalizations z, R ’ z ~R;
see [13]. Then, the propagators can be written as G 
z	1G0, where G0 does not involve further wave function
renormalization factors. Also, the vertex functions in-
volve the appropriate multiplicative powers of z.
We proceed by iterating the above solution, also taking
into account Z  0 on the right-hand side of the flow.
Then (11) can be used for a numerical iterative determi-
nation of Z and ;#s. We have computed #s and  for
various classes of regulators. The exponent C takes
values in an interval bounded by the values (12) from
above and the iterated sharp cutoff result C ’ 0:539 from
below. However, the values (12) are singled out by their
physical relevance:  and #s depend on the regulator. This
reflects the fact that the truncation (6) and (9) and the
choice of R define the approximation to the full problem.
We expect that global extrema of R; #sR represent an
optimized approximation based on (6) and (9); see [9]. In
general, it is very difficult to translate this idea into
properties of optimal regulators or even in statements
about the values of optimal observables. Here we present
a new idea how to extract this information: let us assume
that we have identified a regulator R0 which is an extre-











for all R. Equation (14) implies that R0; #sR0 are
extrema, reflecting an optimization of physical quantities.
Note that the znR0 by themselves are not physical quan-
tities, but they can be extrema up to RG scalings.
However, (14) is more restrictive. For n  2, (14) is the152002-3
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FIG. 1 (color online). Z for regulators with (15).
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Hence the question arises whether solutions R0 to (14)
exist at all: the fixed point assumption underlying the
whole analysis is valid for regulators R that lead only to a
suppression of infrared modes. This implies a monoto-
nous interpolation between the physical infrared regime
k2 
 p2 
 2QCD and the infrared regularized regime
p2 
 k2. Then, modulo RG scalings, extremal curves
exist and are given by vanishing Z.
The above considerations allow us to identify the opti-
mal values for CR and #sR without further compu-
tation. The correction terms proportional to Z under the
momentum trace are negligible near regulators R0 and we
are left with the noniterated Eq. (11) with regulator R0.
We have already shown that the noniterated solutions are
independent of the regulator and we conclude that
CR0; #sR0 are given by (12). We also can construct
an optimal regulator. For these regulators the effects of
Z on the right-hand side of (11) have to disappear. They
need not satisfy (14) which applies only to a small subset
of optimal regulators. In Fig. 1 we show ZA=C for regu-
lators R  zp2rx with
rCx  +	1x	 1 	 1; rAx  , 1x1 x : (15)
These regulators imply cutoff scales k for the ghost and
keff  ,1=4k for the gluon. As (4) also has to apply to keff ,
the limit ,! 1 amounts to k! 0. This limit yields the
optimal values (12) as all contributions from Z to the
right-hand side of (11) tend to zero. Hence (15) with ,!
1 belongs to the class of optimal regulators. The regulator
(15) is not in the extremal subset as only the ghost
propagator satisfies (14) with ZCx  0  0. The
, dependence of ZA (via ZC) is negligible on the scale
of Fig. 1.
In summary, we have shown how the nontrivial mo-
mentum dependence of Green functions in the infrared
sector is extracted within the exact renormalization
group. To that end we have developed new fixed point
and optimization techniques applicable to this situation.152002-4This reasoning has been applied to the infrared behavior
of ghost and gluon propagators in Landau-gauge QCD.
Our results provide further evidence for the Kugo-Ojima
scenario of confinement: the ghost propagator is infrared
enhanced while the gluon propagator develops a mass gap.
In a truncation with dressed propagators, we have recov-
ered previous results from Dyson-Schwinger equations in
a very simple manner. This is noteworthy also in view of
the qualitative differences between these approaches. Our
method allows for a straightforward improvement of the
truncation by adding vertex corrections and further terms
with the correct RG properties. The same applies to
dynamical quarks. In both extensions the correct RG
scaling as well as the inherent finiteness of the integrated
flow are most important. Further results and details will
be presented elsewhere.
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